Technology
Integration
Made Easy
Workplace
Technology

Today’s spaces need to be dynamic,
collaborative environments that spark
creativity, foster ideas, and enhance
productivity and communication.

BETTER COLLABORATION
+ COMMUNICATION
We help you meet your
communication and presentation
goals through thoughtfully
integrated AV technology and
collaboration tools. With 30+ years
of tech industry experience, we have
learned how to adapt and evolve
solutions to create highly-effective,
transformative spaces powered
by cutting-edge technology.

COLLABORATION TOOLS

ROOM SCHEDULING + REPORTING

Our interactive display and white board

Efficiently reserve meeting rooms, hoteling

solutions make it possible for your team

desks, and other flex spaces from multiple

to collaborate using voice, video, data,

calendar platforms. Room and technology

and annotation - regardless of the device

usage can be tracked to gain insight into

or operating system being used.

each space’s effectiveness and usage,
making it easier to plan future changes.

SPEECH PRIVACY

INFORMATION SHARING IN THE DIGITAL AGE

Our sound masking solutions reduce

Using dynamic digital displays, we can design

noise distractions, increase productivity,

a media system that empowers you to create

and ensure speech privacy in any

and communicate your branded messages

environment from open-plan spaces to

to employees or customers from a variety

private offices and meeting rooms.

of sources.

Day Two
and Beyond.
We offer comprehensive day

Help desk support, weekdays
7AM-7PM

unlimited

Remote technical support

unlimited

Helpdesk Email:
AVHelpDesk@dancker.com



Guaranteed call-back time
during business hours

4 hours

Product manufacturer warranty
asset management

two support services tailored
to maximize, protect, and



Guaranteed on-site response

2nd business day

Preventive maintenance visits

one

prolong your investment.

On-site visits with covered travel
expenses¹

priced separately

Our Help Desk has the experience to support
your ongoing AV and IT needs. From a simple

Firmware/software updates and
extended coverage2

priced separately

user request to active system monitoring

Monthly reporting

provided by our Network Operations

Service report and ticketing

Center and team of highly trained AV and IT
specialists, we can perform accurate, realtime evaluation, monitoring, troubleshooting,




Site visits due to equipment or system failures only. Visits due

1 

to user error or unauthorized changes made by others do

and repair of critical equipment and systems.

not qualify.
2

Some firmware upgrades require sub coverage from the
original equipment manufacturer.
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